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AuthorHouse. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 96
pages. Dimensions: 8.8in. x 6.0in. x 0.4in.In Eustaces Sophomore
Book, Crickets In My Bed Eustace shares a journal base on true
acts, wishes, unanswered questions all ears still listening for a
sound of change. . . the space between ones thoughts. Crickets In
My Bed evokes a plethora of emotions that are triggered off by
ordinary and seemingly trivial events. Poignant and personal
moments like finding love, lost potentiallove, and the writers
personal relationship with life observations that are expressed in
simple and poetic story language; Typographical innovations
make this book all the more appealing to read and to take
home. Many readers will find their own feelings and related
experiences in Eustaces lyrical and zealous poetic, musical
journal. Front Cover of Book: Click below: http: www. beustace.
comcrickets. htmExcerpt to Introduction: I do not live by words
alone. I am thoughtful, yet thoughtless. I am poetic, yet I write
aimlessly. I am a great orator at times, yet speechless at
moments. A writer with so much to say, yet my paper has only a
few bars of sentences. Ive said this to say, I am lost for words, yet
I think my...
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ReviewsReviews

This is the finest book i have got study right up until now. I am quite late in start reading this one, but better then never.
Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- K ea nu Johns-- K ea nu Johns

This is the finest book i have read until now. It is filled with wisdom and knowledge You can expect to like just how the
author compose this ebook.
-- Tobin Lesch-- Tobin Lesch
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